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Aethiopica 17 (2014)
More than 20 years after the publication of its last official volume, *Pount* journal was re-born in 2007. It was originally created by Robert Ferry in 1966 as the official bulletin of the *Société d’Études de l’Afrique Orientale* (SEAO). Over 20 years, *Pount* has published scientific articles on countries (Ethiopia, Eritrea, Djibouti, Yemen and Somalia) that are known for supposed involvement in the political and economical influence of Punt (PWNT, “Pount” in French), the flourishing ancient culture in the Horn of Africa mentioned in Ancient Egyptian sources. The themes of the articles were very heterogeneous and dealt with history, archeology, oral traditions, ethnology, etc. 16 volumes have been published between its first publication in 1966 and the retirement of Robert Ferry in 1981. A volume 17 has been published by a new scientific board in 1986, but volume 18 has never been prepared. In 2007, the association called “*Les Éthiopisants Associés*”, well known because of Alain Rouaud and Didier Morin, decided to start a new series of this valuable journal, under a new name: *Pount, Cahiers d’études*. The aim of the journal remains the same, namely to publish scientific articles on the peoples of the countries mentioned above. Four volumes have been published between 2007 and 2010 and the articles have dealt with linguistic, history, philology as well as literature, art and archeology. Each volume has proposed a main title such as “*Homage à Robert Ferry*” (“Tribute to Robert Ferry”, I), “*Eros en mer Rouge*” (“Eros in Red Sea”, II), “*Étranger*” (“Stranger”, III) and “*À l’ouest d’Aden: villes et espaces*” (“Westward Aden: Towns and Spaces”, IV) and has been completed with the publication of documents, other scientific articles (on other topics) and book reviews.

The volume reviewed here is the fifth one, published in 2011 and its main focus deals with towns in Ethiopia and Arabia (“*Villes d’Éthiopie et d’Arabie*”). The focus of the previous volume was on towns but in Eritrea and Djibouti and the present volume aims at completing this. The fifth volume of *Pount* gathers valuable articles on towns in Ethiopia, Yemen and Arabia and thus contributes improving our knowledge about urban processes in these countries. In addition, a note on documents from French archives and two articles on other topics complete the volume. All articles are written in

*Reviews*

French. Fortunately each one has an English summary and colour illustrations.

The first article is presented by Delphine Ayerbe, and is entitled “Addis-Abéba: la ville forêt” (“Addis Abāba: the Forest-City”, pp. 9–19) Ayerbe is a Ph.D. student in Geography at the University Paris I-Panthéon Sorbonne, and presents part of her research about the role and the place of Eucalyptus trees in urban Ethiopia, focusing primarily on Addis Abāba. Fortunately, the article is not one of the numerous contributions enumerating the usage of Eucalyptus wood in Ethiopian society. Ayerbe clearly analyses the relationship between Eucalyptus trees and the foundation and the development of the urban area in Ethiopia.

The following article is a contribution by Solène De Poix on “Mercato” (“märkato”), the market place of Addis Abāba, “Le Mercato d’Addis-Abéba: porte d’entrée et coeur de la ville” (“Addis Abāba Mercato: Gateway and Heart of Town”, pp. 21–41). De Poix is a Ph.D. student in Geography at the University Paris X-Nanterre, and is known for her impressive field research in Mercato between 2001 and 2005, already published in a remarkable article.1 In the present article, De Poix analyses an apparent contradiction: Despite health and social risks, Mercato is still the most attractive part of the town for migrants searching for a better life than in countryside.

The next article is entitled “Les vieux quartiers d’Addis-Abéba: une bidonville pour patrimoine” (“Addis Ababa Old Areas: Slums as Heritage?”, pp. 43–61). The author is Perrine Duroyama, who is a PhD student in Geography at the University Paris-VIII. The article presents a very interesting analysis of the evolution of the so-called old areas of Addis Abāba. Despite the title, the article does not really propose a link between heritage and slums. But Duroyama describes clearly the complex characteristics of the qābāle system, its consequences on the maintenance of both private and public houses and the modernization process launched by the authorities after the building of condominiums in 2000.

The last article on towns in Ethiopia, “Quelques remarques sur trois villes de l’Ouest éthiopien: Ambo, Gimbi et Dambi Dolloo” (“A Few Notes about Three Towns in the Western Part of Ethiopia: Ambo, Gimbi and Dambi Dolloo”, pp. 63–73) by Arco Sampieri, is a short article describing the role of local merchants in the development of secondary towns in western Ethiopia and the coercive apparatus used by federal power for to control the trade of crucial goods, such as coffee, sesame and different type

---

of ore. Sampieri clearly exposes the issues at stake of the 2008 law on the exportation of coffee.

The next article deals with Yemen. It is written by Noha Sadek and is entitled “Taez avant la république, esquisse d’un trace urbain” (“Taez before the Republic: An Urban Outline”, pp. 79–99). Sadek proposes here a large overview of the history and the development of Taez from its first mention in Arabic sources (11th century) to 1962. We especially have to welcome this valuable work which provides us with deeper information of Taez history.

The article written by Philippe Pétriat and entitled “Les maisons des grands marchands de Djedda, du XIXe au XXe siècle” (“Big Merchants Houses in Jeddah, from the nineteenth to the twentieth century”, pp. 101–119) is the last one of the volume. Also a Ph.D. student at the University Paris I-Panthéon-Sorbonne, Pétriat presents a very interesting historical analysis of the role of merchants’ houses in Jeddah in the economic, social and political life of the city. Enjoying an economic prosperity, merchants of Jeddah could increase their political influence on Ottoman administration. As an elaborated residential and economical compound, their houses became the incarnation of an important urban power.

The special topic of the volume finishes here and is followed by a short article about the Christian cemetery of Jeddah. It is more an interesting note than an article and presents information about this cemetery, which one can find in documents from French consular archives located in Nantes. This note is curiously signed by “Pount” which probably means that it was written by members of the editorial board of the journal.

Then, Robert Beylot presents a short paper on the Šǝr’atā beta krastiyān (“the Rule of the Church”) entitled “Les règles de l’Église (d’après le Ms. éthiopien D’Abbadie 156) relues d’après de nouveaux documents, avec un texte inédit sur les anges et les orders du clergé” (“The Rule of the Church [according to the Ethiopian manuscript D’Abbadie 156], reread in the light of new texts with an unedited text on angels and clerical orders”, pp. 129–137). Beylot proposes the edition and translation (in French) of a short unpublished contribution found in the Ethiopian manuscript D’Abbadie 156, which contributes to our knowledge on the corpus of the Šǝr’atā beta krastiyān. This little Ga’oz text identifies angelic order with clerical orders celebrating liturgy. The edition of unknown sources is always embraced and even more so when a known figure of Ga’oz literature studies, such as Beylot does not limit himself to the sole edition but uses the text for a general analysis. Thus, the author offers a very interesting introduction to his edition in which he explains the characteristics of Šǝr’atā beta krastiyān and the role of Angels in Ethiopian orthodox cult.
The last article of the volume is a contribution of Julien Dufour, a specialist of Arabic linguistic and associate professor at Strasbourg University. This is a review article of the book by Mark Wagner, *Like Joseph in Beauty* “À propos de Mark Wagner, *Like Joseph in Beauty*, contribution à l’étude des muwaššahât de Sâlim Šâbazi” (“About Mark Wagner, *Like Joseph in Beauty*, Contribution to the Study of muwaššahât of Sâlim Šâbazi”, pp. 139–187). In this impressive (and large) review article, the author emphasizes the crucial importance of Wagner’s book on Yemeni vernacular poetry studies and therefore on Arabic literature studies in general. He then pursues Wagner’s linguistic and metrical analysis of *humayûn* poetry by refining the techniques required for the edition of such texts. The volume is completed by several book reviews.

Stéphane Ancel, Universität Hamburg


In Kapitel 1 “Introduction” (S. 1–21) werden wir über die geographische Lage von Zafār und die im jemenitischen Hochland herrschenden klimatischen Bedingungen informiert, welche mit ausreichenden Niederschlägen in